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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, asfolloivs:
1

The General Laws are hereby amended by in-

2 serting after chapter 175 the following new chapter:—
3
4

C

Section 1.

hapter

175A.

This act shall be known and may be

5 cited as the Casualty and Surety Rate Regulatory
6 Act.
7

Section 2.

Definitions. — The following words, as

8 used in this chapter, unless the text otherwise re9 quires or a different meaning is specifically required,
10 shall be —-
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11

“ Commissioner” , the commissioner of insurance.

12

“ Com pany” , all corporations, associations, part-

13 nerships or individuals engaged as principals in the
14 business of insurance.
15

“ Insurance Com pany” or “ Insurer” , the same

16 meaning as company.
17

Section 3.

Scope of Act. — This act applies to

18 risks and operations in this commonwealth insured
19 by insurance companies authorized to transact busi20 ness in this commonwealth under subdivisions (d),
21 (e) and (/) of the second clause, under the third,
22 fourth, and fifth clauses, under subdivisions (b),
23 (c) and (e) of the sixth clause, and under the seventh,
24 eighth, ninth and twelfth clauses of section forty25 seven of chapter one hundred and seventy-five,
26 and shall not apply to reinsurance, other than joint
27 reinsurance to the extent stated in section twelve,
28 insurance against loss of or damage to aircraft or
29 against liability, other than workmen’s compensa30 tion and employers’ liability, arising out of the
31 ownership, maintenance or use of aircraft, nor to
32 compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance.
33

If any kind of insurance, subdivision or combina-

34 tion thereof, or type of coverage, subject to this
35 act, is also subject to regulation by another rate
36 regulatory act of this commonwealth, an insurer to
37 which both acts are otherwise applicable shall file
38 with the commissioner a designation as to which
39 rate regulatory act shall be applicable to it with
40 respect to such kind of insurance, subdivision or
41 combination thereof, or type of coverage.
42

Section 4-

Making of Rates. ■— (a) All rates shall

43 be made by an insurer or by a licensed rating organiza44 tion in accordance with the following provisions:

45
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1. Due consideration shall be given to past and

46 prospective loss experience within and outside this
47 commonwealth, to catastrophe hazards, if any, to a
48 reasonable margin for underwriting profit and con49 tingencies,

to

dividends,

savings

or

unabsorbed

50 premium deposits allowed or returned by insurers
51 to then- policyholders, members or subscribers, to
52 past and prospective expenses both countrywide and
53 those specially applicable to this commonwealth,
54 and to all other relevant factors within and outside
55 this commonwealth;
56

2. The systems of expense provisions included

57 in the rates for use by any insurer or group of insurers
58 may differ from those of other insurers or groups of
59 insurers to reflect the requirements of the operating
60 methods of any such insurer or group with respect
61 to any kind of insurance, or with respect to any sub62 division or combination

thereof for which sub-

63 division or combination separate expense provisions
64 are applicable;
65

3. Risks may be grouped b y classifications for

66 the establishment of rates and minimum premiums.
67 Classification rates may be modified to produce rates
68 for individual risks in accordance with rating plans
69 which establish standards for measuring variations
70 in hazards or expense provisions, or both.

Such

71 standards may measure any differences among risks
72 that can be demonstrated to have a probable effect
73 upon losses or expenses;
74

4. Rates shall not be excessive, inadequate or

75 unfairly discriminatory.
76

(b) Except to the extent necessary to meet the

77 provisions of subdivision 4 of subsection (a) of this
78 section, uniformity among insurers in any matters
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79 within the scope of this section is neither required
80 nor prohibited.
81

(c) Nothing in this section shall be taken to

82 prohibit as unreasonable or unfairly discriminatory
83 the establishment of classifications or modifications
84 of classifications of risks based upon size, expense,
85 management, individual experience, purpose of insur86 ance, location or dispersion of hazard, or any other
87 reasonable considerations, provided such classifica88 tions and modifications apply to all risks under the
89 same

or

substantially

similar

circumstances

or

90 conditions.
91

(d) Nothing in this section or in this act shall

92 abridge or restrict the freedom of contract between
93 insurers and agents or brokers with respect to com94 missions or between insurers and their employees
95 with respect to compensation.
96

(e) Two or more insurers who by virtue of their

97 business associations in the United States represent
98 themselves to be or are customarily known as an
99 “ insurance company group” , or similar insurance
100 trade designation, shall have the right to use the
101 same rates for each such insurer subject to the provi102 sions of subdivisions one through four of subsection
103 (a) of this section; and nothing contained in this
104 act shall be construed to prohibit an agreement to
105 make or use the same rates and concerted action in
106 connection with such rates b y such insurers.

This

107 subsection shall not apply to two or more insurers
108 who are not under the same common executive or
109 general management or control and who act in
110 concert in underwriting groups or pools.
111
is

Section 5.

Filing of Rates and Rating Informa

tion. — (a) After ninety days from

the effective
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113 date of this act an insurer shall file with the com114 missioner any rate, any manual of classifications,
115 rules and rates, any rating plan and any modification
116 of any of the foregoing which it is using if the com117 missioner makes a written request for any such filing.
118 Every such filing shall indicate the character and
119 extent of the coverage.

The commissioner may

120 require such insurer to furnish the information
121 upon which it supports such filing.

Any filing or

122 rate used may be supported b y (1) the experience
123 or judgment of the insurer or rating organization
124 making the filing or using the rate, (2) the experience
125 of other insurers or rating organizations, or (3) any
126 other factors which the insurer or rating organiza127 tion deems relevant.

A filing and any supporting

128 information shall be open to public inspection.
129

(6) An insurer may satisfy its obligation to make

130 such filings by becoming a member of, or a subscriber
131 to a licensed rating organization which makes such
132 filings, and by authorizing the commissioner to
133 accept such filings on its behalf;

provided, that

134 nothing contained in this act shall be construed as
135 requiring any insurer to become a member of or a
136 subscriber to any rating organization.
137

(c) Under sucli rules and regulations as he shall

138 adopt the commissioner may, by written order,
139 suspend or modify the requirement of filing as to
140 any kind of insurance, subdivision or combination
141 thereof, or as to classes of risks, the rates for which
142 cannot practically be filed before they are used.
143 Such orders, rules and regulations shall be made
144 known to insurers and rating organizations affected
145 thereby.

The commissioner may make such exam-

146 ination as he may deem advisable to ascertain
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147 whether any rates affected by such order meet the
148 standards set forth in subdivision four of subsection
149 (a) of section four.
150

Section 6.

Hearings; Orders. — If at any time

151 the commissioner finds that a rate to which this act
152 applies does not meet the requirements of this act
153 he may, after a hearing held upon not less than ten
154 days’ written notice, specifying the matters to be
155 considered at such hearing, to every insurer and
156 rating organization which made such rate, issue an
157 order specifying in what respects he finds that
158 such rate fails to meet the requirements of this
159 act, and stating when, within a reasonable period
160 thereafter, such rate shall be deemed no longer in
161 effect.

Said order shall not affect any contract or

162 policy made or issued prior to the expiration of the
163 period set forth in said order.

However, if at any

164 time the commissioner finds that an unfair dis165 crimination exists in the application cf a rate to
166 an individual risk he may, after a hearing held on
167 like notice to the insurer affected and to any rating
168 organization which made such rate, issue an order
169 that such discrimination be removed.

Copies of

170 any such order shall be sent to every such insurer
171 and rating organization.
172

Section 7.

Rating

Organizations. — (a) A

cor-

173 poration, an unincorporated association, a partner174 ship or an individual, whether located within or
175 outside this commonwealth, may make application
176 to the commissioner for license as a rating organiza177 tion for such kinds of insurance or subdivisions
178 thereof as are specified in its application and shall
179 file therewith (1) a copy of its constitution, its
180 articles of agreement or association or its certificate
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181 of incorporation, and of its by-laws, rules and regula182 tions governing the conduct of its business, (2) a
183 list of its members and subscribers, (3) the name
184 and address of a resident of this commonwealth
185 upon whom notices or orders of the commissioner
186 or process affecting such rating organization may
187 be served and (4) a statement of its qualifications
188 as a rating organization.

If the commissioner finds

189 that the applicant is competent, trustworthy and
190 otherwise qualified to act as a rating organization
191 and that its constitution,

articles of agreement

192 or association or certificate of incorporation, and
193 its by-laws, rules and regulations governing the
194 conduct of its business conform to the requirements
195 of law, he shall issue a license specifying the kinds
196 of insurance or subdivisions thereof for which the
197 applicant is authorized to act as a rating organization.
198 Every such application shall be granted or denied
199 in whole or in part by the commissioner within
200 sixty days of the date of its filing with him.

Licenses

201 issued pursuant to this section shall remain in effect
202 for three years unless sooner suspended or revoked
203 by the commissioner.

The fee for said license shall

204 be twenty-five dollars.

Licenses issued pursuant

205 to this section may be suspended or revoked by
206 the commissioner, after hearing upon notice, in
207 the event the rating organization ceases to meet
208 the requirements of this subsection.

Every rating

209 organization shall notify the commissioner promptly
210 of every change in (1) its constitution, its articles
211 of agreement of association or its certificate of
212 incorporation, and its by-laws, rules and regulations
213 governing the conduct of its business, (2) its list of
214 members and subscribers and (3) the name and
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215 address of the resident of this commonwealth desig216 nated b y it upon whom notices or orders of the
217 commissioner or process affecting such rating organi218 zation may be served.
219

(b) Subject to rules and regulations which have

220 been approved by the commissioner as reasonable,
221 each rating organization shall permit any insurer
222 qualifying thereunder, not a member, to be a sub223 scriber to its rating services for any kind of insurance
224 or subdivision thereof for which it is authorized
225 to act as a rating organization.

Notice of proposed

226 changes in such rules and regulations shall be given
227 to

subscribers.

Each

rating

organization

shall

22S furnish its rating services without discrimination
229 to its members and subscribers.

The reasonable-

230 ness of any rule or regulation in its application to
231 subscribers, or the refusal of any rating organization
232 to admit a qualified insurer as a subscriber, shall,
233 at the request of any subscriber or any such insurer,
234 be reviewed by the commissioner at a hearing held
235 upon at least ten days’ written notice to such rating
236 organization and to such subscriber or insurer.

If

237 the commissioner finds that such rule or regulation
238 is unreasonable in its application to subscribers,
239 he shall order that such rule or regulation shall
240 not be applicable to subscribers.

If the rating

241 organization fails to grant or reject a qualified
242 insurer’s application for subscribership within thirty
243 days after it was made, such insurer may request a
244 review by the commissioner as if the application
245 had been rejected.

If the commissioner finds that

246 such insurer has been refused admittance to the
247 rating organization as a subscriber without justifica248 tion, he shall order the rating organization to admit
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249 such insurer as a subscriber.

If he finds that the

250 action of the rating organization was justified, he
251 shall make an order affirming its action.
252

(c) N o rating organization shall adopt any rule

253 the effect of which would be to prohibit or regulate
254 the payment of dividends, savings or unabsorbed
255 premium deposits allowed or returned by insurers
256 to their policyholders, members or subscribers.
257

(d) Co-operation among rating organizations or

258 among rating organizations and insurers in rate
259 making or in other matters within the scope of this
260 act is hereby authorized, provided the rates result261 ing from such co-operation are subject to all the
262 provisions of this act which are applicable to rates
263 generally.

The

commissioner

may

review

such

264 co-operative activities and practices and if, after a
265 hearing, he finds that any such activity or practice
266 is unfair or unreasonable or otherwise inconsistent
267 with the provisions of this act, he may issue a written
268 order specifying in what respects such activity or
269 practice is unfair

or unreasonable or otherwise

270 inconsistent with the provisions of this act, and
271 requiring the discontinuance of such activity or
272 practice.
273

(e) Nothing in this section or in this act shall

274 prohibit a rating organization from restricting its
275 membership or subscribership.
276

Section 8.

Deviations. — Every

member

of

or

277 subscriber to a rating organization shall adhere to
278 the rates made on its behalf by such organization
279 except that any such insurer may make written
280 application

to

the

commissioner

for

permission

281 to make a uniform percentage decrease or increase
282 to be applied to the premiums produced by the
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283 rating system for a kind of insurance, or for a class
284 of insurance which is found by the commissioner
285 to be a proper rating unit for the application of such
286 uniform percentage decrease or increase, or for a
287 subdivision of a kind of insurance (1) comprised
288 of a group of manual classifications which is treated
289 as a separate unit for rate making purposes, or
290 (2) for which separate expense provisions are appli291 cable.
292 for

Such application shall specify the basis

the modification

and shall be

accompanied

293 by the data upon which the applicant relies.

A

294 copy of the application and data shall be sent simul295 taneously to such rating organization.

The corn-

296 missioner shall set a time and place for a hearing
297 at which the insurer and such rating organization
298 may be heard and shall give them not less than
299 ten days’ written notice thereof.

In the event the

300 commissioner is advised by the rating organization
301 that it does not desire a hearing he may, upon the
302 consent of the applicant, waive such hearing.

The

303 commissioner shall issue an order permitting the
304 modification for such insurer to be made if he finds
305 it to be justified and it shall thereupon become
306 effective.

He shall issue an order denying such

307 application if he finds that the modification is not
308 justified or that the resulting premiums would be
309 excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory.
310 Each deviation permitted to be made shall be
311 effective for a period of one year from the date of
312 such permission unless terminated sooner with the
313 approval of the commissioner.
314

Section 9.

Appeal by Minority. — Any member

315 of or subscriber to a rating organization may appeal
316 to the commissioner from the action or decision of
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317 such rating organization in approving or rejecting
318 any proposed change in or addition to the rates
319 of such rating organization and the commissioner
320 shall, after a hearing held upon not less than ten
321 days’ written notice to the appellant and to such
322 rating organization, issue an order approving the
323 action or decision of such rating organization or
324 directing it to give further consideration to such
325 proposal, or, if such appeal is from the action or
326 decision of the rating organization in rejecting a
327 proposed addition to its rates, he may, in the event
328 he finds that such action or decision was unreason329 able, issue an order directing the rating organization
330 to make an addition to its rates, on behalf of its
331 members and subscribers, in a manner consistent
332 with his findings, within a reasonable time after
333 the issuance of such order.
334

If such appeal is based upon the failure of the

335 rating organization to make a rate on behalf of such
336 member or subscriber which is based on a system of
337 expense provisions

which

differs,

in

accordance

338 with the right granted in subdivision two of sub339 section (a) of section four, from the system of expense
340 provisions included in a rate made b y the rating
341 organization, the commissioner shall, if he grants
342 the appeal, order the rating organization to make
343 the requested rate for use b y the appellant.

In

344 deciding such appeal the commissioner shall apply
345 the standards set forth in section four.
346

Section 10.

Information to be furnished Insureds;

347 Hearings and Appeals of Insureds. — Every rat348 ing organization and every insurer which makes its
349 own rates shall, within a reasonable time after
350 receiving written request therefor and upon pay-
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351 ment of such reasonable charge as it may make,
352 furnish to any insured affected by a rate made by
353 it, or to the authorized representative of such insured,
354 all pertinent information as to such rate.
355

Every rating organization and every insurer which

356 makes its own rates shall provide within this com357 monwealth reasonable means whereby any person
358 aggrieved by the application of its rating system
359 may be heard, in person or by his authorized repre360 sentative, on his written request to review the
361 manner in which such rating system has been applied
362 in connection with the insurance afforded him.

If

363 the rating organization or insurer fails to grant or
364 reject such request within thirty days after it is
365 made, the applicant may proceed in the same manner
366 as if his application had been rejected.

Any party

367 affected by the action of such rating organization
368 or such insurer on such request may, within thirty
369 days after written notice of such action, appeal
370 to the commissioner, who, after a hearing held
371 upon not less than ten days’ written notice to the
372 appellant and to such rating organization or insurer,
373 may affirm or reverse such action.
374
Section 11. Advisory Organizations. — (a) Every
375 group, association or other organization of insurers,
376 whether located within or outside this common377 wealth, which assists insurers which make their
378 own rates or rating organizations in rate making,
379 by the collection and furnishing of loss or expense
380 statistics, or by the submission of recommendations,
381 but which does not make rates under this act, shall
382 be known as an advisory organization.
383

(b) Every advisory organization shall tile with

3S4 the commissioner (1) a copy of its constitution,

1947.]
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385 its articles of agreement or association or its certi386 ficate of incorporation and of its by-laws, rules and
387 regulations governing its activities, (2) a list of its
388 members, (3) the name and address of a resident of
389 this commonwealth upon whom notices or orders
390 of the commissioner or process issued at his direction
391 may be served, and (4) an agreement that the corn392 missioner may examine such advisory organization
393 in accordance with the provisions of section thirteen
394 of this act.
395

(c) If, after a hearing, the commissioner finds

396 that the furnishing of such information or assistance
397 involves any act or practice which is unfair or un398 reasonable or otherwise inconsistent with the provi399 sions of this act, he may issue a written order specify400 ing in what respects such act or practice is unfair
401 or unreasonable or otherwise inconsistent with the
402 provisions of this act, and requiring the discontinu403 ance of such act or practice.
404

(id) No insurer which makes its own rates nor

405 any rating organization shall support its rates by
406 statistics or adopt rate-making recommendations,
407 furnished to it by an advisory organization which
408 has not complied with this section or with an order
409 of the commissioner involving such statistics or
410 recommendations issued under subsection
411 this section.

(c)

of

If the commissioner finds such insurer

412 or rating organization to be in violation of this sub413 section he may issue an order requiring the dis414 continuance of such violation.
415

Section 12.

Joint Underwriting or Joint Reinsur-

416 ance. — (a) Every group, association or other or417 ganization

of

insurers

which

engages

in

joint

418 underwriting or joint reinsurance, shall be subject
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419 to regulation with respect thereto as herein provided,
420 subject, however, with respect to joint underwriting,
421 to all other provisions of this act and, with respect
422 to joint reinsurance, to sections thirteen and seven423 teen to twenty-one of this act.
424

(5) If, after a hearing, the commissioner finds

425 that any activity or practice of any such group,
426 association or other organization is unfair or un427 reasonable or otherwise inconsistent with the provi428 sions of this act, he may issue a written order
429 specifying in what respects such activity or practice
430 is unfair or unreasonable or otherwise inconsistent
431 with the provisions of this act, and requiring the
432 discontinuance of such activity or practice.
433

Section 13.

Examinations. — The commissioner

434 shall, at least once in five years, make or cause to
435 be made an examination of each rating organization
436 licensed in this commonwealth as provided in sec437 tion seven and he may, as often as he may deem it
438 expedient, make or cause to be made an examination
439 of each advisory organization referred to in section
440 eleven and of each group,

association or other

441 organization referred to in section twelve.

The

442 reasonable costs of any such examination shall be
443 paid by the rating organization, advisory organiza444 tion, or group, association or other organization
445 examined upon presentation to it of a detailed
446 account of such costs.

The officers, manager, agents

447 and employees of such rating organization, advisory
448 organization, or group, association or other organiza449 tion may be examined at any time under oath and
450 shall exhibit all books, records, accounts, docu451 ments, or agreements governing its method of opera452 tion.

In

lieu

of

any

such

examination

the

1947.]
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453 commissioner may accept the report of an examina454 tion made by the insurance supervisory official of
455 another state, pursuant to the laws of such state.
456

Section 14.

Rate Administration. — (a) Record-

457 ing and reporting of loss and expense experience:
458 The commissioner shall promulgate reasonable rules
459 and statistical plans, reasonably adapted to each
460 of the rating systems used by the various insurers,
461 which may be modified from time to time and which
462 shall be used thereafter by each insurer in the re463 cording and reporting of its loss and countrywide
464 expense experience, in order that the experience of
465 all insurers may be made available at least annually
466 in such form and detail as may be necessary to aid
467 him in determining whether rating systems comply
468 with the standards set forth in section four.

Such

469 rules and plans may also provide for the recording
470 and reporting of expense experience items which
471 are specially applicable to this commonwealth and
472 are not susceptible of determination by a prorating
473 of countrywide expense experience.

In promulgating

474 such rules and plans, the commissioner shall give
475 due consideration to the rating systems used by the
476 various insurers and, in order that such rules and
477 plans may be as uniform as is practicable among
478 the several states, to the rules and to the form of the
479 plans used for such rating systems in other states.
480 No insurer shall be required to record or report its
481 loss experience on a classification basis that is in482 consistent with the rating system used by it.

The

483 commissioner may designate one or more rating
484 organizations or other agencies to assist him in
485 gathering such experience and making compilations
486 thereof, and such compilations shall be made avail-
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487 able, subject to reasonable rules promulgated b}488 the

commissioner,

to

insurers

and

rating

or-

489 ganizations.
490

(b) Interchange of rating plan data: Reasonable

491 rules and plans may be promulgated by the com492 missioner for the interchange of data necessary for
493 the application of rating plans.
494

(c) Consultation with other states:

In order to

495 further uniform administration of rate regulatory
496 laws, the commissioner and every insurer and rating
497 organization may exchange information and ex498 perience data with insurance supervisory officials,
499 insurers and rating organizations in other states
500 and may consult and co-operate with them with
501 respect to rate making and the application of rating
502 systems.
503

(d) Rules

and

regulations:

The

commissioner

504 may make reasonable rules and regulations necessary
505 to effect the purposes of this act.
506

Section 15.

False or Misleading Information. —

507 No person or organization shall wilfully withhold
508 information from, or knowingly give false or mis509 leading

information

to,

the

commissioner,

any

510 statistical agency designated by the commissioner,
511 any rating organization, or any insurer, which will
512 affect the rates or premiums chargeable under this
513 act.

A violation of this section shall subject the

514 one guilty of such violation to the penalties provided
515 in section seventeen of this act.
516

Section 16.

Assigned R isk s.— Agreements may

517 be made among insurers with respect to the equitable
518 apportionment

among them

of insurance which

519 may be afforded applicants who are in good faith
520 entitled to but who are unable to procure such insur-
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521 ance through ordinary methods and such insurers
522 may agree among themselves on the use of reason523 able rate modifications for such insurance, such
524 agreements and rate modifications to be subject
525 to the approval of the commissioner.
526

Section 17.

Penalties. — Any person or organiza-

527 tion wilfully violating any provision of this act, shall
528 be subject to a penalty of not more than five hundred
529 dollars for each such violation.

Such penalty may

530 be in addition to any other penalty provided by
531 law.

The commissioner may suspend the license of

532 any rating organization or insurer which fails to
533 comply with an order of the commissioner within
534 the time limited by such order, or any extension
535 thereof which the commissioner may grant.

The

536 commissioner shall not suspend the license of any
537 rating organization or insurer for failure to comply
538 with an order until the time prescribed for an appeal
539 therefrom has expired or, if an appeal has been
540 taken, until such order has been affirmed.
541

The commissioner may determine when a sus-

542 pension of license shall become effective and it
543 shall remain in effect for the period fixed by him,
544 unless he modifies or rescinds such suspension, or
545 until the order upon which such suspension is based
546 is modified, rescinded or reversed. N o license shall
547 be suspended or revoked except upon a written
548 order of the commissioner, stating his findings,
549 made after a hearing held upon not less than ten
550 days’ written notice to such organization specifying
551 the alleged violation.
552

Section 18.

Hearing Procedure and Judicial Re-

Uni view. — (a) Any insurer or rating organization ag554 grieved by any order or decision of the commissioner
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555 made without a hearing, may, within thirty days
556 after notice of the order to the insurer or organiza557 tion, make written request to the commissioner for a
558 hearing thereon.

The commissioner shall hear such

559 party or parties within thirty days after receipt of
560 such request and shall give not less than fifteen
561 days’ written notice of the time and place of the
562 hearing.

Within thirty days after such hearing the

563 commissioner shall affirm, reverse or modify his
564 previous action,

specifying his reasons therefor.

565 Pending such hearing and decision thereon the
566 commissioner may suspend or postpone the effective
567 date of his previous action.
568

(b) Nothing contained in this act shall require the

569 observance at any hearing of formal rules of pleading
570 or evidence.
571

(c) Any order or decision of the commissioner

572 shall be subject to review, which shall be on the
573 basis of the record of the proceedings before the
574 commissioner and shall not be limited to questions
575 of law, by appeal to the Supreme Judicial Court at
576 the instance of any party in interest.
577

The court shall determine whether the filing of the

578 appeal shall operate as a stay of any such order or
579 decision of the commissioner.

The court may in

580 disposing of the issue before it, modify, affirm or
581 reverse the order or decision of the commissioner
582 in whole or in part.
583

Section 19.

Laws Repealed. — Sections fifty-two,

584 fifty-two A, fifty-three and fifty-five of chapter one
585 hundred and fifty-two are hereby repealed.

All

586 other laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the
587 provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
588

Section 20.

Constitutionality. — If any section,
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589 subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence or clause
590 of this act is held invalid or unconstitutional, such
591 decision shall not affect the remaining portions of
592 this act.
593

Section 21.

Effective Date.-— This act shall take

594 effect October first, nineteen hundred and forty595 seven.

